WORDPRESS PLUGINS
FOR AFFILIATES
Plugins & Snippets specializes in the development of WordPress Plugins to optimize your
Webstores and enhance sales Conversions and Functionalities, specifically targeting
eCommerce Stores such as Easy Digital Downloads (EDD), WooCommerce, etc. Also, we offer
custom development services aimed to enhance store functionality and increase conversion
rates.

PLUGINS & SNIPPETS
INFO@PLUGINSANDSNIPPETS.COM
WWW.PLUGINSANDSNIPPETS.COM

How to earn commissions using Referral Links?
Today, we will teach you how to earn commissions on Plugins & Snippets Affiliate Program using your
own Affiliate Links.
The first step would be to Login on our Affiliate Program which you can visit in this link.

Then click on the tab Affiliate URLs. In this section, you can generate your own Affiliate Links by simply
entering any URL from Plugins & Snippets website.
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In this example, we have used an Affiliate Username “bestaffiliate”. If you enter a Product Page URL, it
will generate a Referral URL containing your affiliate username, since it is a unique link for every affiliate.

Final step is copy that Referral URL and paste it anywhere on your website, either a blog content or an
advertising landing page. Take note that we offer a 30% referral commission for any new sign-up on first
sale. Start earning now!
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WORDPRESS PLUGINS FOR AFFILIATES
1. EDD Enhanced Sales Reports – Free Version
Plugin Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-enhanced-sales-reports/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-enhanced-salesreports/ref/bestaffiliate/

The EDD Enhanced Sales Report Plugin is a WordPress plugin extension for Easy Digital Downloads
eCommerce stores which provide detailed sales and profits report in order to obtain a better
understanding from where sales and profits come from.
Key Features:





Generate your sales and profit data reports per (Product, Country, Customer and Vendor). This
enables a more specific and detailed data reports depending on your needs.
Filters data reports by Country, Product, Vendor
Filters data reports by Sales, Commissions and Profits
Creation of Saved Reports (Up to 2 in the Free Version)
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2. EDD Enhanced Sales Reports Pro – starts at $29.95/year for a Singlesite license
Plugin Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-enhanced-sales-reports-pro/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-enhanced-sales-reportspro/ref/bestaffiliate/

This WordPress Plugin is intended to serve as an add-on plugin to better understand sales and profits
generated from your Easy Digital Downloads eCommerce store. It also offers additional analytics and
reporting features to better understand where sales and profit data come from.
Key Features:








Detailed Sales and Profit Tables
Reports by Product Country, State, Customer and Vendor
Average Revenue per User / Average Profit per User
Average Revenue per Vendor / Average Profit per Vendor
Detailed Search Filters and Sorting
Download all report details in Excel and CSV
Setup automatic email report schedulers
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3. EDD Advanced Shortcodes – starts at $29.95/year for a Single-site
license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-advanced-shortcodes/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-advancedshortcodes/ref/bestaffiliate/

Easy Digital Downloads (EDD) plugins provide a lot of basic downloads shortcodes which we can be used
to create pages and posts. But this EDD Advanced Shortcodes plugin will provide powerful shortcodes to
present your product and vendor lists in different manners. This plugin includes additional shortcodes
which lets you create any kind of product lists:






Most Viewed Products
Recently Viewed Products
Best Rated Products
Daily Random Product Pick List
And others.

Also, be able to create a list/carousel of all your product reviews authors, and recent sales. Lastly, you
can now show recent sales notification popups on any webpage of your choice.
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4. WooCommerce Landing pages for Categories and Tags – starts at
$29.95/year for a Single-site license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/woocommerce-landing-pages-forcategories-and-tags/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/woocommerce-landing-pagesfor-categories-and-tags/ref/bestaffiliate/

WooCommerce Landing pages for Categories and Tags Plugin allows you to edit the Product Category
and Tag Description using the WordPress built-in rich-text editor and included is also an additional new
text field below the Products listed on product category & tag pages, to give more SEO potential for your
webstore pages.
Key Features:





Custom Category and Tag pages
Extensive text field (content)
Create text and information-rich content pages
Boost your SEO standing
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5. EDD Landing pages for Categories and Tags – starts at $29.95/year for
a Single-site license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-landing-pages-for-categories-andtags/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-landing-pages-forcategories-and-tags/ref/bestaffiliate/

The EDD Landing pages for Categories and Tags Plugin allows you to edit Download Category and Tag
Description using the WordPress built-in rich-text editor and also adds a new text field below the
Downloads listed on the download category & tag pages. By acquiring this plugin, this will allow you to
create text and information-rich content pages which will definitively give your web store a better
chance to rank high in the leading search engines such as Google or Bing.
Key Features:








Improved Download Category and Tag Pages for SEO purposes
Allows better Site Navigation
Transforms Category and Tag pages into rich-content pages
Allows to filter product list by subcategories and tags on the category page, same for tag pages
Creates shortcodes to display your download category and tags on any blog post/page
All shortcodes come with lots of attributes and customization options
Directory Pages for Download Categories and Tags
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6. EDD Custom Payment Status – starts at $29.95/year for a Single-site
license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-custom-payment-status/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-custom-paymentstatus/ref/bestaffiliate/

Sometimes Easy Digital Downloads (EDD) web stores want custom payment statuses for better payment
solutions. For that reason, we made an EDD Custom Payment Status plugin for those EDD stores who
have the custom requirement for payment history and earning reports management.
Key Features:




Unlimited Custom Payment Status Creation
Include Custom Payment Status in Earnings and Sales Reports
Include in Payment History page with the counting of orders like default EDD statuses
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7. EDD Recently Viewed Downloads – starts at $29.95/year for a Singlesite license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-recently-viewed-downloads/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-recently-vieweddownloads/ref/bestaffiliate/

If you are looking to increase sales conversion of your website, then the Easy Digital Downloads Recently
Viewed Downloads Plugin is a must have plugin for your digital downloads store. This offers a
convenient solution for visitors who might need just a little push to add an item to their shopping cart it
also Improves site navigation and makes it easy for the visitor to find the products he showed previous
interest in. Simply, the goal of the plugin is to enhance your digital downloads store sales conversion this
way.
Key Features:






Enhances sales conversion rates
Greatly improves site navigation
Only products of interest to the visitor
Widget or Shortcode
Fully customizable
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8. Mailchimp Vendor Email Trigger – starts at $39.90/year for a Singlesite license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/mailchimp-vendor-email-trigger/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/mailchimp-vendor-emailtrigger/ref/bestaffiliate/

The MailChimp Vendor Email Trigger lets you add each new vendor registration to your Mailchimp Email
list and flags each vendor as such. The standard EDD Mailchimp Plugin registers only customers but not
vendors. This plugin, therefore, solves this gap and ensures also all of your new vendors are added to
your MailChimp list and are flagged as such.
This Plugin is for the Vendor Registration Process of Easy Digital Downloads and lets you add each new
registration automatically to a Mailchimp Email List.
Key Features:





Automatically adds each new vendor registration to your Mailchimp Email list
Flags each vendor in your Mailchimp Email list
Trigger an email automation workflow for your newly added vendors
Ideal for Digital Product Marketplaces
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9. EDD Mailchimp Abandoned Cart WordPress Plugin – starts at
$49.95/year for a Single-site license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-mailchimp-abandoned-cartwordpress-plugin/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-mailchimp-abandonedcart-wordpress-plugin/ref/bestaffiliate/

This plugin was created, specially designed to recover abandoned carts for Easy Digital Downloads (EDD)
stores by using Mailchimp. It was specifically designed to optimize the abandoned cart recovery process
for Easy Digital Downloads stores, therefore it’s a true EDD plugin. Putting in place an effective
abandoned cart recovery process in most cases is a must-have for your Easy Digital Downloads store of
for any eCommerce Website.
Key Features:







Systematically follow up on abandoned carts
View Content of Abandoned Carts and Lost Sales Value
Issues time-limited discount codes
Uses Mailchimp email automation to send follow-up emails
Tracks recovery of abandoned carts
Statistics: Key Performance Indicators
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10. EDD Requests Plugin – starts at $29.95/year for a Single-site license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/edd-requests-plugin/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/knowledge-base/edd-requests-plugindocumentation/
You need a plugin that collects leads in a systematic manner and sells services on top of your products.
Now save your customer’s time by placing a button right on the Product and Author Pages with this EDD
Requests Plugin. You will also obtain tons of customizable emails and a lot of plugin options and
configurations to properly and efficiently serve your customer feedbacks and requests.
EDD Requests helps you to trigger more engagement with your visitors by offering them a contact
button on the download product and author page where they can quickly submit requests for assistance
and upload attachments. Requests are added on tracking lists in the vendor and admin dashboards to
ensure systematic follow-ups.
Key Features:







Adds contact buttons on Product and Author Pages
Triggers leads and engagements
Makes it easy to submit Requests and Feedback
Option to ask for Budgets
All Emails are fully customizable
Integrated with Easy Digital Downloads – MailChimp, Frontend Submissions Plugin (FES), and
EDD Social Login plugin
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11. Freelancer Marketplace Plugin – starts at $199.00/year for a
Single-site license
Product Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/freelancer-marketplace-plugin/
Example Affiliate Link: https://www.pluginsandsnippets.com/downloads/freelancer-marketplaceplugin/ref/bestaffiliate/

This Freelancer Marketplace plugin will help you build a freelancer marketplace for WordPress and Easy
Digital Downloads. This plugin will be your starting point in creating your dream freelancer marketplace
using the ultimate freelancer marketplace solution.
Our plugin offers a comprehensive collection of settings and configurations to give you a total control
over your own freelancer marketplace, allowing you to configure it any way you what.
Key Features:








Turn your WordPress website into a Freelancer Marketplace
Fully integrated with Easy Digital Downloads
Easy to follow workflow
Comprehensive plugin customization
Obtain project bids
Complete email workflows
Combines selling digital products with selling freelancer services
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Contact Us
We are specialized in developing WordPress Plugins to optimize your Webstores. Our aim is to provide
you with clever Plugins and Snippets to enhance sales Conversions and Functionalities of your
webstores. We primarily offer products and services related to WordPress based open-source
eCommerce solutions such as Easy Digital Downloads (EDD) and WooCommerce.
We offer proprietary plugins which we use ourselves to make our eCommerce stores better and we also
offer custom plugin development services aimed to enhance store functionality and increase conversion
rates.

For any comments, feedbacks or suggestions feel free to drop us a note.
Plugins & Snippets
info@pluginsandsnippets.com
www.pluginsandsnippets.com
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